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Synopsis:
Part 1

The history of motor racing was deeply marked in the 1920s by Bugatti. The building of these mythical
cars is the work of a genius: Ettore Bugatti.
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Ettore was born, in Milan, in 1881: the son of an exceptionally talented artist, Carlo Bugatti. After school,
the young Ettore studied at the Academy of Fine Arts and then is hired by Prinetti and Stucchi, a tricycle
manufacturer. Passionate about automotive technology, which was still at its infancy, he built his first
fourwheeled car at the age of 18. Contacted by Baron de Dietrich, Ettore accepts a contract to design
and build the cars for the firm, in Alsace. Ettore’s career is launched. The man, with a string character,
continued to improve the models he built by going to EEC Mathis then Deutz. Settled in Molsheim with his
family, he launched from 1910 on 13, 15 and 17 Types which ally technology and beauty perfectly. After
the Great War, Bugatti participated in numerous motor racing events and perfected new engines. 29 Type
will give rise to Bugatti myth and 35 Type, designed in 1924, became the reference for racing cars.

This film attracts us to the discovery of this genius. It’s the story of a passion, where Ettore Bugatti’s life
is retraced thanks to testimonials and Bugatti aficionados. Numerous photographs and archive films
which illustrate their comments plunge us into the intriguing history of the car.

Part 2

In 1929, Ettore Bugatti is very often in Paris, where he has to deal with cash-flow problems. Before
handing on the torch to his son Jean, he made his old dream come true: the Royale, or 41 Type, a true
monument to automotive history. Jean was only 20 at that time and has a promising future ahead. He
discovers the world of racing but also that of speed and risk.
In 1930s, when creating the famous Esders coupé, a marriage of novelty and classicism, Jean was
given the opportunity to express his talent. He produced his first serial cars, the 55 Type. He was able
to assert his personality and his designs broke with the classical body work dear to his father.
The 57 Type and her siblings will consecrate the work of Jean Bugatti. The Type 57 chassis was used in
racing and these cars, exceeding 250 km / h, won Le Mans in 1937 and 1939.
In August, 1939, Jean, while testing one of his racing models on the road, tried to avoid a cyclist pulled
out but hit a tree. The car broke into flames and Jean died from his injuries.This tragic incident brought
about the demise of Bugatti. After WWII, Ettore Bugatti was devastated and on the 21st of August,
1947, he died from a heart attack. Despite all the second son’s efforts, Roland, Bugatti was sold to
Hispano Suiza in 1963, putting an end to this extraordinary epic story.
The second part of this film, dedicated to the Bugatti family, retraces the history of the badge, a true
myth for numerous enthusiasts. The life of Jean Bugatti, promised to as glorious a destiny as that of his
father’s, is retraced here through testimonials by automotive professionals, accompanied by numerous
pictures of these legendary cars.
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